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An Overview of the Project
Name of Organization: Photonics Group, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland,
U.K.
Supervisors: Dr. A.S. Arnold and Prof. E. Riis
Duration: 15th May ’07 to 27th July ‘07
A word about the report:
This report summarizes my work, done as a part of summer internship in the above
mentioned duration. The main objective was to experimentally setup a Magneto-optic
trap (or MOT) to cool down Rubidium atoms using laser cooling and magnetic trapping.
The first section introduces the main theoretical aspects of the experimental work done
consisting of laser cooling and trapping basics and saturated absorption spectroscopy. In
the second section I attempt to draw an outline of the experimental setup following the
laser beam starting from the diode going through different optical elements and other
instruments briefly describing the purpose of each of them and finally to the MOT. The
third section lists the measurements done to characterize the MOT achieved. The results
so obtained have been analyzed there itself.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Cold Atoms and BEC
The possibility of lasers cooling and trapping Bosonic particles to abysmally low
temperatures where strange behavior comes to surface is one of the major revolutions in
atomic physics in 20th century. It is now common to find atomic samples cooled down to
a few µK and trapped with densities approaching 1 atom per µm3 across the globe.
In 1975 Hansch and Schawlow [5] realized that narrow linewidth tunable lasers could
exert a substantial force on atoms and can be potentially used for cooling. A few years
later Ashkin proposed that lasers can be used to trap atoms as well.
Laser cooling that is used to slow down atomic beams mainly works in the basis of
Doppler effect. Other techniques employed to cool the atoms below Doppler limit like
Sisyphus cooling and evaporative cooling have been developed to achieve Bose Einstein
condensates in different species of atoms, the main victims being He, Alkali metals and
Alkali earth elements. A Bose-Einstein condensate is realized when a gas enters a new
phase in which a finite fraction of atoms, close to unity, drops into the lowest energy
single particle state. One can intuitively see that on cooling a set of atoms as the velocity
decreases the de Broglie wavelength λdB=h/mv increases.

λdB

d

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.1(a)de Broglie wavelength of an atom (b) Separation between two atoms in space is d (c)
Criteria for formation of a BEC – inter-particle separation equals de Broglie wavelength

When sufficiently cold the de Broglie wavelength becomes of the order of inter-atomic
separation. This overlap leads to an identity crisis amongst the atoms and they become
indistinguishable. This indistinguishability in case of bosons leads to diminishing number
of states that can be occupied by the population of atoms at a given temperature. One can
observe this effect as all the atoms collapse into the lowest energy single particle state
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showing the characteristic spike when one plots the statistical distribution of number of
atoms vs. energy.
After Einstein worked on Bose’s new statistics for photons and extended it to integral
spin particles the idea of Bose Einstein condensation emerged as early as 1925. But
interestingly Einstein never returned to this idea thinking of it as being far from reality
although pretty. The first experimental realization of BEC in a dilute Rb87 gas was done
by Eric Cornell and Carl Weiman of JILA (Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics)
and University of Colorado, Boulder in 1995. A few months later Wolfgang Ketterle of
MIT independently achieved a Na23 BEC. They received the 2001 Nobel Prize. Of course
this extraordinary feat of creating a dilute gas BEC was facilitated by earlier research of
many others on the physics of laser cooling and electromagnetic trapping. Steven Chu (of
Stanford University, USA), Claude Cohen-Tannoudji (of College de France and Ecole
Normale Seperieure, France) and Willam D. Philips (of NIST, Gaithersburg, USA) were
awarded the 1997 Nobel Prize for their contribution to the field of theories of laser
cooling and trapping.
The elegant science of cold atoms has many applications and future prospects like
precision measurements, atom lasers, atomic clocks, atom lithography, atom
interferometry, quantum computation, quantum networks and fundamental studies related
to strange behavior exhibited by cold atoms.
The primary aim of this project was to achieve the first step towards Bose-Einstein
condensation by setting up a Magneto-optic trap apart from learning various aspects
about cold atoms and BECs, both theoretical and experimental.

1.2 Doppler cooling
With the picture that laser beams can melt metal sheets it is counterintuitive to perceive
the idea of laser cooling. To explain the basics involved we need to look at the
interactions between a laser beam and a population of atoms to be cooled and find
explicitly the force on the atoms as a function of different parameters involved and hence
the cooling limit that can be achieved with such a scheme.
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1.2.1 Lineshape function for a 2 level atom

Let us begin with the interactions between a laser field and a sample of stationary two
level atoms with energies E0 and E1 such that E1- E0=hν0. Interaction of matter with light
takes place via three processes
1. Stimulated absorption in which an atom starts in the ground state, absorbs a photon
from the laser field and then ends up in the excited state.
2. Stimulated emission in which an atom starts in the excited state, emits a photon with
the same direction, frequency, polarization as those in the laser field, and then ends up in
the ground state.
3. Spontaneous emission in which the atom starts in the excited state, emits a photon in an
arbitrary direction unrelated to the laser photons and then ends up in the ground state.
Due to these interactions and other processes there is a broadening of the lineshape
function. The ever present lifetime broadening has a Lorentzian form which can be
explained as follows.
In the absence of laser field the only process that operates is spontaneous emission.
Consider the time dependence of no. of atoms sitting in the upper level
...(1.1)
N 1 ( t ) = N 10 e − t / t 0
Each time an atom transits from the excited state to the ground state it emits a photon.
Thus number of photons per unit time can be found as
d
( N1 (t ))
dt
This is equivalent to the intensity I
n=

...(1.2)

I ( t ) = I 0 e − t / t0
Therefore one can write the electric field as

...(1.3)

E (t ) = E0e iω0t e − t / 2t0
...(1.4)
The electric field has decaying amplitude with time. The Fourier transform of this field
can be written as [6]
∞

∞

0

0

~
E (ω ) = E0 / 2π ∫ e iω0t e −t / 2t0 e −iωt dt = E0 / 2π ∫ e −i (ω −ω0 )t −t / 2t0 dt =
~
I (ω ) =

E02
4π 2 ((ω − ω0 ) 2 + 1 / 4t02 )

E0
2π (i (ω − ω0 ) + 1 / 2t0 )

...(1.5)
...(1.6)
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This represents the strength of interaction at a particular frequency hence this is
proportional to the lineshape function. On normalization we find that

g (ω ) =

2t 0
π (1 + 4(ω − ω 0 ) 2 t 02 )

...(1.7)

Probability of
Absorption
Γ

Detuning ν- ν0
Fig.1.2 Lorentzian lineshape function with a linewidth Γ

Using similar approach one can find the collision broadened lineshape function for a set
of atoms by assuming that the electric field suffers abrupt random changes on collisions
and the collision times are exponentially distributed about mean collision time τ 0 [6]. The
lineshape function is again a Lorentzian of the form

g coll (ω ) =

τ0
π (1 + (ω − ω0 ) 2τ 02 )

...(1.8)

Thus knowing the lineshape function one can completely determine the strength of
interaction of the atomic population with light at a given frequency.

1.2.2 Slowing atomic beams using Doppler shift
Consider a real animated set of atoms with velocities in different directions irradiated by
a laser beam with frequency νL. The peak absorption frequency is ν0. One finds that if νL
<ν0 the red detuning causes cooling of atoms that travel towards the beam. Let us look at
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the velocity component along the laser beam and resolve the atomic population into two
sets 1 and 2 traveling along and opposite to the beam direction respectively.

2

1

hνL
(a)

Probability
of
absorption

ν0
∆

ν1L

νL

ν2L

Detuning ν-ν0
(b)
Fig. 1.3 (a) Atom 1 moving along the laser beam with frequency νL and atom 2 moving opposite to the
beam with a velocity v (b) Observed laser frequency for atoms 1 and 2 and probability of absorption.

The Doppler shifted frequencies as seen by the atom 1 and atom 2 are
v
...(1.9)
c
v
ν 2 L = ν L (1 + )
..(1.10)
c
On absorbing a counter-propagating photon the atom goes into excited state and slows

ν 1L = ν L (1 − )

down because of the momentum kick ∆p = hk imparted to it by the photon. As it decays
spontaneously it receives another momentum kick in the direction opposite to the emitted
photon but since spontaneous emission is completely random in terms of direction the net
effect is nullified. From figure 1.3(b) it is evident that the probability of absorption of a
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photon by atom 2 is more than atom 1 because of the Doppler shifted laser frequency.
This leads to a net effect that atoms moving opposite to the beam are slowed down while
those moving in the opposite direction a speeded up negligibly because to them the laser
frequency is tuned far away from resonance.

1.2.3 Simulating Doppler cooling
A simple Monte Carlo simulation to illustrate this effect can be done to illustrate laser
cooling and trapping. The scheme is to start with two atoms with initial velocities equal
to

3kTi / M where Ti is the initial temperature. The peak absorption frequency and the

laser frequency being known one can find the probability of absorption and generate a
random number to decide whether a photon should be absorbed or not. The absorption
would lead to change in momentum and hence change in observed frequency. After many
such trials we find the final velocities of both the atoms and sum them up. This gives us
the cooling limit achieved by single beam. To look at the cooling limit in presence of two
beams we simply need to look at the velocity difference between the slowed down and
the speeded up atoms to find the net change in velocity and hence find the Doppler limit.

1.2.4 Theoretical limit to Doppler Cooling
When irradiated with laser beams from two opposite directions the atom slows down in
one dimension. This can be formulated in terms of the cooling force experienced by the
atom. [1]
F=

∆p
, where ∆p is the momentum kick imparted per interaction and ∆t is time of
∆t

interaction.
1
 1 
F = hk   , where goes as probability of absorption. More is the probability of
∆t
 ∆t 
absorption less is the time of interaction. Thus

1
represents the lineshape function.
∆t

The power broadened lineshape function is given as



I / I sat
g (ω ) = Γ / 2 

2
2
 4(ν −ν 0 ) / Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat ) 

..(1.11)
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where Isat is the saturation intensity defined as the intensity at which an atom sitting in the
upper level is equally probable to decay via spontaneous or stimulated emission.
Before we substitute this in place of

1
in the force expression we notice that the
∆t

frequencyν corresponds to the frequency seen by the atom.

ν 1L − ν 0 = ν L (1 − v / c) − ν 0 = (ν L − ν 0 ) − kv = ∆ − kv

..(1.12)

Similarly

ν 2 L −ν 0 = ν L (1 + v / c) −ν 0 = (ν L −ν 0 ) + kv = ∆ + kv

..(1.13)

νL

νL
v

Fig 1.4 Two counter-propagating
beams 1 and 2 with frequency νL 2
exert force on an atom with
1
velocity v.

The net force because of the two laser beams can be written as [1]



I / I sat
I / I sat
F = hkΓ / 2 
−

2
2
2
2
 4(∆ − kv) / Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat ) 4(∆ + kv) / Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat ) 


(∆ + kv) 2 / Γ 2 − (∆ − kv) 2 / Γ 2
= 2hkΓI / I sat 

2
2
2
2
 [4(∆ − kv) / Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat )][4(∆ + kv) / Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat )] 
For v~0 this can be simplified as
F=

8hk 2 ∆vI / ΓI sat

..(1.14)
..(1.15)

..(1.16)
2
+ (1 + 2 I / I sat )
∆ being negative force varies linearly with velocity as F = −αv , where α is referred to as

[4∆ / Γ
2

2

]

friction coefficient. This linear dependence of force on the velocity is similar to as in

viscous motion that is why it is also known as optical molasses the solution being an
exponential damping of the velocity towards v=0. For liquid particles equilibrium is
reached due to Brownian motion. In Doppler cooling the stochastic nature of the
absorption and spontaneous emission processes puts a lower limit on the width of the
atomic velocity distribution. The analysis of 1-D Doppler cooling is very similar to that
of Brownian motion. The velocity distribution is determined by a Fokker-Planck equation
as the laser beams impart momentum kicks to the atom from both directions with certain
probabilities as in the case of a random walker. The force term is given by the above
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mentioned expression and diffusion term characterized by a momentum diffusion
coefficient Dp(v) which is determined by considering the increase in the mean squared
momentum, along the beam axis, due to absorption and emission [1]
p 2 (t ) = 2 D p t = (hk ) 2 (1 + Q + ξ ) Rt ,

..(1.17)

where R is the scattering rate at v~0. There are three distinct contributions to the
diffusion coefficient. The unity factor describes the statistics of the absorption process. Q
is

the

Mandel

Q-parameter

describing

the

anti-bunching

of

scattered

photons Q = [(∆n) 2 − n ] / n . For intensities of interest this term is small and may be
neglected. The term proportional to ξ is determined by the polarization state of the
emitted photons.
R=

ΓI / I sat
4∆ / Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat )
2

2

..(1.18)

2 D p t = (hk ) 2 (1 + ξ ) Rt
..(1.19)
Using the above two relations along with the value for force exerted because of two
beams we find that the Doppler limit to temperature is [1]
kT = −

(1 + ξ )  2∆ Γ
(1 + 2 I / I sat )
hΓ 
+
8

 Γ 2∆

..(1.20)

1.3 Magnetic Trapping
The idea of magnetic trapping as first put forward by J. Dalibard was to use circularly
polarized light for optical molasses and add a spherical quadrupole magnetic field such
that an atom which moves away from the origin is Zeeman shifted into resonance with a
beam that pushes it back to the origin.
The setup contains two circular current coils carrying equal but opposite current. When
we write the magnetic field near the origin we find that all the terms with even power
dependence on the distance cancel out and on suitably choosing the separation between
the coils the third order term vanishes leaving only linear dependence. The field at z=0
vanishes because of anti-symmetry and the dependence around z=0 is linear for coil
separation equal to 3R ,
B ( z ) = bz

..(1.21)
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R

σ-

σ+
z=0

Fig. 1.5 Anti-Helmholtz coils with opposite current and circular polarization for trapping atoms

The position dependent magnetic field causes Zeeman splitting in the magnetic levels of
the atom [1]. The m=+1 and m=-1 sub-levels of the excited state experience Zeeman
shifts which are linear in position. To provide cooling laser is tuned below resonance.
The beams propagating in ± z directions have m σ polarizations and drive ∆m = ±1
transitions respectively. An atom with positive z coordinates sees σ − beam closer to
resonance, scatters more σ − photons and is pushed back towards origin.

m=+1
m=0
m=-1

σ

νL

+

σ-

Z=0
Fig. 1.6 An atom placed in a linearly varying magnetic field Bz(z)=bz. For an atom with z>0 σ-beam,
driving the ∆m=-1 transition, is Zeeman shifted into resonance and pushes the atom backwards
towards z=0
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Similarly an atom with negative z coordinates sees σ + beam closer to resonance and is
again pushed towards the origin. Thus atoms are trapped at z=0 i.e., the zero field
position. Thus the atomic population can be cooled with six laser beams along ±x, ±y and
±z directions and trapped with a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils and circular polarization.

1.4 Saturated Absorption Spectroscopy – Theory
To have the laser frequency stable so that we can lock it to a particular value we use
saturated absorption spectroscopy. To see saturated absorption we require overlap
between two oppositely directed beams. The setup consists of a weak intensity beam
going through a Rb cell and getting reflected by a mirror placed behind the cell tracing
the same path and getting reflected by a beam splitter on to a photo detector. The details
of the experimental setup will be dealt with in section 2.
Beam splitter
Rb
Florescence
Mirror
Photodiode
Fig. 1.7 Saturated absorption spectrometer consisting of a laser beam incident on a Rb vapor cell
reflected by a mirror and then by a beam splitter on the photodetector

1.4.1 Laser Absorption
Consider a laser beam propagating through a gaseous sample say in +x direction with
intensity as a function of position described by I(x). For a small slice of gas between x
and x+∆x with cross sectional area A we consider the net energy change per unit time
because of stimulated emissions and absorptions. We neglect spontaneous emissions
assuming high enough intensities.
[ I ( x + ∆x) − I ( x)] A = Net energy given per unit time

..(1.22)

= (No. of stimulated emissions per unit time per unit volume-no. of stimulated
absorptions per unit time per unit volume) × Energy given per transition × elemental
volume = B (ν ) I ( x)( N1 − N 0 ) × hν × A∆x

..(1.23)
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x

x+ ∆x

I(x)

I(x+∆x)
A

∆x
Fig. 1.8 Net energy given in a small slice of gaseous sample because of stimulated transitions

Equating the two expressions
d ( I ( x))
= B (ν )hνI ( x)( N 1 − N 0 )
..(1.24)
dx
I ( x) = I (0)e − Kx , where K = − B (ν )hν ( N 1 − N 0 )
..(1.25)
We notice that Einstein’s B-coefficient is proportional to the Lineshape function. Hence
the absorption coefficient K(ν) is dependent on the frequency.
For a laser with frequency νL the absorption coefficient is K(νL) for stationary atoms.
While atoms moving with different velocities observe different Doppler shifted
frequencies and hence have a different absorption coefficient. To find the total absorption
we sum the absorption from atoms having different velocities including the velocity
distribution profile.

dn = n0

m −mv2 / kT
e
dv
2πkT

Fig. 1.9 Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution profile. Gaussian with a width parameter

The velocity distribution of n0 atoms at temperature T having a mass m is given as

kT/m
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dn = n0

m −mv2 / kT
e
dv
2πkT

..(1.26)

Where dn represents the no. of atoms having a velocity between v and v+dv. Frequency

 v
observed by an atom moving with velocity v, ⇒ ν = ν L 1 ±  ⇒ dν = ± ν L /cdv ..(1.27)
c

Now, to find the total absorption
d(total absorption) = Number of atoms that see the frequency between ν and (ν+dν) ×
absorption coefficient at ν

ν4
m − mc 2 ( ν/ν L −1) 2 /kT
e
dν × c1
..(1.28)
2πkT
1 + 4(ν − ν 0 ) 2 / Γ 2
Where c1 is an arbitrary constant including terms not dependent on the frequency. To
= ± n0 c / ν L

integrate this expression over frequency we notice that Lorentzian spread is much
narrower than the Gaussian. Thus it is significantly different from zero only for a small
range of frequency values aroundν 0 .When integrating over the whole frequency range
we can consider the Gaussian term to remain constant. Hence,
Total absorption = K 0 e

= K1 ν 0 e − mc
4

2

− mc 2 ( ν 0 /ν L −1) 2 /kT

( ν 0 /ν L −1) 2 /kT

+∞

+∞

ν4
dν
∫
2
2
− ∞ 1 + 4(ν − ν 0 ) / Γ

1

∫ 1 + 4(ν − ν 0 ) 2 / Γ 2 dν

..(1.29)
..(1.30)

−∞

Total absorption = K 0 e

− mc 2 ( ν 0 − ν L ) 2 /ν 0 2 kT

..(1.31)

1.4.2 Saturated Absorption dip
Thus total absorption of a laser beam as a function of frequency ν L is a Gaussian centered
about the peak absorption frequency. Now to look at what will happen when we have two
laser beams traveling in opposite direction irradiating the same population of atoms. Let
us break this population into three sets, (1) those with positive velocity, (2)those with
zero velocity and (3) those with negative velocity. The direction and the conventions are
drawn in the following figure.
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2

I

R
3

νL

1

-z

νL

+z

Fig. 1.10 Two Laser beams at frequency νL shown as I (incident) and R (reflected) irradiate a
population of atoms divided into sets 1, 2 and 3 depending on the direction of their velocity

Now because of beam I the absorption would peak as we vary the frequency of the laser
having a maximum atν L = ν 0 .

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1.11 (a) Forν L

≠ ν 0 the absorption peaks for two set of atoms with velocities in positive and

negative directions that see the Doppler shifted frequency for I and R beams as
Forν L

= ν 0 the set of atoms with v=0 sees both the beam in resonance.

ν 0 (b)
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A similar absorption results from beam R. For the total absorption is the sum of
absorption because of first beam and the second beam. Let us consider the case when

ν L ≠ν0 .
Velocity of atoms that see the laser frequency as peak absorption frequency is given as,

ν

v = ± c 0 − 1
..(1.32)
 νL 
If ν L < ν 0 then beam I is absorbed by set 3 of atoms with negative velocity and beam R is
absorbed by set 1 of atoms with positive velocity.
For ν L > ν 0 then beam R is absorbed by set 3 of atoms with negative velocity and beam I
is absorbed by set 1 of atoms with positive velocity.
In each case,
Total absorption = 2 K 0e − mc

2

( ν 0 − ν L ) 2 /ν 0 2 kT

..(1.33)

Now come to the case when ν L = ν 0 . Both the beams are absorbed by the same set 2 of
atoms.
Total absorption = K 0
This drop in absorption as one changes the frequency can be used to locate the peak
absorption frequency. Such a drop in absorption as one varies the laser frequency is
known as a Saturated Absorption dip. Drop in absorption causes a peak in transmitted
intensity which can be detected by the photo-detector as one scans past the peak
absorption frequency.

1.4.3 Crossover peaks
For multilevel atoms there are more than one absorption frequencies leading to multiple
saturated absorption dips this leads to a crossover dip in between multiple dips. Say if
there are two absorption frequenciesν 1 andν 2 then there is a dip at
to the crossover between the two peaks.

ν 1 +ν 2
2

corresponding
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Fig. 1.12 Crossover peaks and direct resonance peaks observable in case of two nearby resonances

To have a closer look at what crossover means consider two situations. First we have
only one beam. There will be two separate absorption curves summing up to give the net
absorption. When we switch on the other beam we find dips at ν 1 andν 2 because they
correspond to the convergence of two set of atoms into one with zero velocity which sees
the peak absorption frequency. At the same time the frequency where the two absorption
curves have same absorption corresponds to the situation where again the two set of
atoms converge into one. For any given frequency of the beams
Total absorption= = 2 K 01e −mc

2

( ν1 − ν L ) 2 /ν12 kT

+ 2 K 02 e −mc

2

( ν 2 − ν L ) 2 /ν 2 2 kT

For direct resonances the absorption drops to K 01 + 2 K 02e − mc
to 2 K 01e −mc

2

( ν1 − ν L ) 2 /ν12 kT

2

( ν 2 − ν L ) 2 /ν 2 2 kT

..(1.34)
for ν L = ν 1 and

+ K 02 forν L = ν 2 . For crossover

Total absorption= = K 01e − mc

2

( ν1 − ν L ) 2 /ν12 kT

+ K 02 e − mc

2

( ν 2 − ν L ) 2 /ν 2 2 kT

+ K0

..(1.35)

Where K0 is the overlap absorption when the same set of atoms are irradiated by both I
and R beams and have the potential to make either of the two transitions.

1.5 Rb Energy levels
Since we are to work with Rb atoms in this section we familiarize with the atomic
transitions involved in cooling and trapping processes. The sample in the Rb vapor cell
and the MOT chamber consists of a mixture of Rb87 and Rb85 in 1:3 ratios. This is the
main reason why the absorption for Rb85 is much stronger than Rb87. The specie that we
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want to cool down is Rb87. Because of the intricate multilevel structure and hyperfine
splitting in the energy levels one can observe very fine transition and crossover peaks
centered around four main transition peaks corresponding to the following main
transitions:
1. Rb87 Trap transition F=2→F’
2. Rb87 Repump transition F=1→F’
3. Rb85 Trap transition F=2→F’
4. Rb85 Repump transition F=1→F’

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1.13 (a)Trap and (b)Repump lines for Rb87 respectively as recorded on the oscilloscope. The
horizontal axis stands for voltage applied to the PZT and thus the frequency while the vertical is for
absorption.

The two absorption curve dips shown above correspond to frequencies that we need our
laser to stay locked to. For the trap line we lock the laser to the cross-over peak marked in
the figure that is a crossover between transitions from F=2 to F’=3 F=2 to F’=2 and for
the repump we have the laser frequency scanned around the peak. To lock the lasers we
use a differentiator that takes the derivative of the given signal and corresponding to each
peak we observe a zero crossing. The derivatives of saturated absorption peaks are
dispersion curves which have a linear response to the laser frequency near the centre of
the absorption line. An integrator circuit is then used to lock to the zero of the derivative
signal corresponding to the top of the absorption peaks.
The figures shown below show the location of the four transitions on the frequency scale.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1.14 (a) Schematic plot of absorption vs. frequency (b) Absorption curve recorded from CRO
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2. Experimental Setup
In this section we start with the lasers and follow the beam on the optical table through all
optical elements and the signals through all the electronics explaining the purpose of each
of them.

2.1 Extended cavity diode lasers
There are two lasers employed in this experiment – one for the main cooling transition
and the other for repumping atoms back into the main cooling cycle in case they are lost.
Both of them are identically built with inexpensive and easily available commercial
optical components. The construction is described as follows.

2.1.1 Construction and components

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.1 (a) Extended Cavity diode laser used in experiment (b) A schematic picture of the laser

The essential requirements for the extended cavity diode laser are
1. Laser diode
2. Reflection grating
3. Collimating lens
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4. Mirror mount with adjustable screws
5. Piezoelectric transducer
6. Grating mount
7. Collimation tube
Apart from these components there is a current controller and a temperature controller.
The temperature controller is connected to a Peltier pad placed in the base.

The current controller sends a decided amount of current through the laser diode. The
current can be adjusted by varying one of the variable resistors on the circuit inside the
current controller box. To measure the current we measure voltage across a 27Ω resistor
that is connected in series with the diode. The value of the voltage should not exceed
4.5V for safety of the diode and any abrupt fluctuations should be avoided. The operating
voltage value was ~3V for both lasers that corresponds to ~0.1A of current through the
diode.

The diodes used were small and inexpensive 780nm Digikey diodes safely connected to
the current contoller and placed inside the collimation tube. It has three pins for positive,
negative and ground voltage. While mounting the diode inside position it is important to
ground yourself. The diodes are also very sensitive to any static charges and abrupt
current fluctuations. On turning up the current value the diode emits isotropically.

The collimation lens used to collect the emitted light was placed such that the beam size
remains constant, neither diverging nor focusing over a large distance. The collimation
tube holding the lens is adjusted to make sure of this.

The reflection grating mounted on a grating mount at a certain angle to the beam Littrow
reflects it into 0th and 1st orders. 0th order goes back into the diode to cause feedback and
hence amplified lasing action. The first order beam is seen as a strong output laser beam
reflected from the grating. For a good feedback the angle on the reflection grating has to
be critically adjusted. The vertical and horizontal screws on the mirror mount are moved
to optimize the feedback.
To find the angle of reflection we impose the condition that path length difference should
be integral multiple of wavelength for constructive interference.

d (sin θ1 − sin θ 2 ) = nλ

...(2.1)
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θ1

dsinθ2
(a)

θ2
dsinθ1

d
(b)

Fig. 2.2 (a) Reflection grating has periodic notches placed at a separation d. This causes the light to
get reflect strongly at certain angles (b) Path difference between two adjacent rays to calculate the
angle of reflection. The red lines demarcate extra path length.

By varying the angle of the grating we vary wavelength as well as the angle of reflection.
The diode current is a fine control for the wavelength. Having the grating position
adjusted so that the laser frequency is close to resonance the current is used to fine tune
the wavelength. The vertical screw has to be critically adjusted as the feedback is very
sensitive for the vertical alignment of the grating.

The Piezoelectric transducer is attached to the horizontal screw of the mirror mount. The
PZT sits inside a brass plate and is attached to a sapphire pad. This sapphire pad is in
contact with the mirror mount horizontal screw. As an AC voltage is applied to the PZT it
oscillates with a small amplitude and so does the horizontal screw. This changes the
frequency. There is a hysteresis in the expansion and contraction of the PZT which is
reflected as hysteresis in frequency.

2.1.2 Working
After adjusting the collimating lens and making sure that the output beam does not
diverge or focus over long distances across the room we reduce the current to just above
the threshold value where the diode is most sensitive to feedback from the grating. Now
we stick a power meter in front of the output beam and look at the variation of power as
one changes the angle on the grating. The grating is very sensitive to the vertical
adjustment and shows a broader variation in output power as we move the horizontal
screw. On changing the grating angle one can observe a fainter spot collapse into the
main output beam. This increases the output significantly indicating good feedback.
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Once we have good feedback one can stick in the Rb vapor cell in place of power meter
to adjust frequency. On hitting the right frequency there is fluorescence in the cell which
can be seen by an IR camera attached to a TV monitor.

Fig. 2.3 Fluorescence in the Rb vapor cell placed in front of the laser as seen by the IR camera

The beam from laser is elliptical in shape with a horizontal major axis and it is vertically
polarized. This is so because inside the diode the field is restricted in the horizontal
direction. As the beam diffracts it spreads more in the horizontal direction before being
collimated and becomes vertically polarized at the same time. The height of the beam is
~76mm for both the lasers.
The variation of output power with current in the diode is linear on crossing the threshold
value. The plot for laser power vs. current through the diode can be used to estimate the
threshold current value.

Laser output power (mW)

Diode current (A)
Fig. 2.4 Diode characteristics – Variation of output power with diode current. Threshold ~0.03 A,
current for operation ~0.1 A
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2.2 Saturated Absorption Spectrometer – Setup
Saturated absorption spectroscopy is used to lock the two lasers to a fixed frequency. The
signal from the saturated absorption spectrometer gives us the information about the
frequency of the beam through the response of the atoms via absorption. We break the
setup into two parts, one being the optics and other being the electronics.

2.2.1 Setup for trap laser
We start with separating the high intensity MOT beam that is used to cool and trap atoms
from the low intensity SAS beam.

Laser

Isolator

Glass plate

MOT beam
Mirror
Half wave plate
Pick off for SAS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5 (a) Picture from actual setup for getting a pickoff (b) Schematic representation

The first optical element is the Isolator which is like a diode in an optical circuit. The
laser beam can pass through only in the forward direction. It is used to prevent any retroreflected beams from causing feedback and killing the diode. The isolator consists of a
magnetic medium sandwiched between two polarizing prisms and works on the principle
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of Faraday’s rotation. The vertically polarized beam from laser when incident on the first
vertical polarizer it is completely transmitted. The length of the magnetic medium is such
that it is rotated by +π/4 as it comes out. The second polarizer is again oriented along the
beam polarization. If the beam enters the isolator from the opposite end, the rotation in
the magnetic medium makes it perpendicularly polarized to the first polarizer and hence
the output is negligible. The isolators that we used provided ~30dB of isolation.
The half wave plate is put to rotate the polarization back to vertical so that it is parallel to
the surface of the glass plate. The half wave plate is a circular plate of birefringent
material with an extraordinary refractive index ne for electric field parallel to the optic
axis and ordinary refractive index no for electric field along the remaining axes. The optic
axis is parallel to the surface of the plate. The incoming light beam is perpendicularly
incident on the wave plate such that its electric field vector can be broken into two
orthogonal components – along and perpendicular to the optic axis.

Optic axis
Output field

Incident field

t
Fig. 2.6 A half wave plate causes a phase shift of π between the electric field vectors along and
orthogonal to the optic axis. Thus the electric field vector gets inverted about the optic axis.

The two components experience different refractive indices and collect a phase difference
when they emerge out. This phase difference is given by

∆φ = k ( no − ne )t , where t is the thickness of the birefringent medium. For
t = λ / 2( no − ne ) the phase difference is π .
The glass plate is then placed at ~Brewster’s angle such that reflection for polarization
parallel to the surface is negligibly small. There are two such reflections – one from the
front and other from the back surface of the glass plate. These two low intensity
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reflections make up the beam going for saturated absorption spectroscopy. The high
intensity transmitted beam is sent to the MOT.

To CRO

Photo detector

IR camera

Lens

TV monitor
Fluorescence

Beam Splitter

Rb vapor cell
Mirror

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.7 (a) Schematic representation for saturated absorption inside the Rb cell. The reflected beam
that overlaps with the incident beam is shown separate for clarity in the figure. (b) Picture from
actual setup

The picked off beam passes through the beam splitter through the Rb vapor cell and is
reflected back from the mirror so that it overlaps the incident beam exactly causing
saturated absorption in the atomic population. To check the overlap we look at the
reflected beam on an IR card and adjust the mirror screws until the beams overlap. The
reflected beam is reflected onto a plano-convex lens with the photodetector placed at its
focus. Signal from the photodetector is sent to the CRO/differentiator.
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2.2.2 Setup for repump Laser
The repump laser beam was sent through the same Rb cell for saturated absorption
spectroscopy.
Glass plate

Laser
MOT beam
Isolator

Half wave plate

Pick off for SAS

Mirror

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.8 (a) Schematic figure for repump laser setup for pick off (b) Picture from actual setup

The pick off beam from the repump laser is separated from the MOT beam in a similar
fashion. After the isolator we have a half wave plate that makes the beam parallel
polarized to the surface of te glass plate placed at roughly Brewster’s angle to incident
beam. We use another mirror to reflect the pickoff onwards for SAS. Now since we have
to make the repump going through the same Rb vapor cell we need to separate the
repump from trap beam by shifting it in the vertical direction using the mirror placed
after the glass plate.
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Mirror

IR camera
Fluorescence

Rb vapor cell

Beam Splitter

Photo detector

Parallel to the table
Lens
Mirror

To CRO

Upgoing beam
Mirror

TV monitor

From Glass

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.9 (a) Schematic representation for saturated absorption inside the Rb cell for repump beam.
The reflected beam that overlaps with the incident beam is shown separate for clarity in the figure.
(b) Picture from actual setup

The beam reflected from the first mirror goes upwards all the way up to the beam splitter
where it is again angled parallel to the table after reflection and makes its way to a small
mirror that is placed vertically higher than the trap beam so that the trap beam is not
obstructed. The angle on the beam splitter is used to control the position of the spot and
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the angle on the small mirror for controlling the direction of the beam. We can not
change the angle on the mirror at the back of Rb vapor cell as it has already been aligned
for the trap beam. The reflected beam is overlapped with the incident beam and focused
by the lens on to the photodetector.

2.2.3 Processing the signal
The signal from the photodetector can be directly seen on a CRO with applied PZT
voltage on the x axis. This shows us saturated absorption curves corresponding to
different transitions as shown in section 1.5. The signal goes through a differentiator and
we can look at the output from the differentiator vs. the PZT voltage. In a differentiator
circuit the input signal is first high pass filtered through a parallel combination of 0.01µF
capacitor and a 1kΩ resistor. The cut off frequency is amplified by a choice of four gain
resistors each corresponding to a gain of ωc=1/RC=100 s-1. The next thing that the signal
encounters is the variable gain amplifier with four switchable gain resistors each
corresponding to a gain of 1, 10, 30 and 100 that is equal to the ratio of the resistances.

Amplified Signal
Fig. 2.10 Input Amplifier containing a high pass filter and switching op-amp with four different
resistances for switching.

In the actual circuit used the high pass filter used had a capacitor with 0.01µF as opposed
to the design to cut off noise frequencies.
The amplified signal is then combined with the phase shifted reference signal. The
reference signal is generated inside the differentiator box by a signal generator. The
combination of the amplified signal with the reference when low pass filtered gives us the
derivative of the signal. The generated signal is sent through two voltage followers so
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that there is no feedback to the high pass filter and through an inverting op-amp to obtain
an inverted signal.

Reference
signal

Fig. 2.11 Circuit for signal generator and phase shifter to generate the reference signal

The inverted signal is then passed through a 3.3nF capacitor and a 20kΩ variable resistor
giving an output whose phase can be shifted by varying the resistance. Ideally speaking
the amplitude of the signal should remain unchanged on varying the resistance but we
observed that the amplitude changed with the phase in contradiction with the
calculations. The combination of the input and reference takes place in the demodulator
chip.
Amplified input signal

Reference

Fig. 2.12 Circuit for addition of reference and amplified input signal in the demodulator
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After low pass filtering the sum of reference and amplified input signal we obtain the
derivative. Any peak in the input signal corresponds to a zero in the derivative to which
we want to lock. We use the following integrator circuit for the same.

Fig. 2.13 Integrator circuit diagram for locking to the zero of the derivative signal

The lock in is connected to the PZT to which an oscillating signal is applied through the
function generator. The connections between different electronic equipments are
described in the figure above. The output seen on the CRO is applied PZT voltage vs.
input signal or the derivative. The frequency of oscillation on the function generator is
10Hz which can be fine tuned along with the amplitude of oscillation. The phase control
on the differentiator changes the reference signal phase and the dc offset can be changed
by another variable resistor inside the circuit box.

Function generator

10Hz
Amplitude

Out

Frequency fine tuning
CRO

In

Differentiator

Mod
Bias

Phase

Scan

Lock
LPF

CH2

Lock in

Out

Input signal

CH1

In

Mod
Out

Derivative signal
To PZT
Photodetector

Fig. 2.14 Connections between different electronic equipments used to lock in the laser frequency
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To lock the signal we stop the scan by disconnecting the cable from function generator to
the lock in and then use the bias control to shift the frequency by changing the bias
voltage on the PZT. Once we have the signal sitting at zero we can lock by flipping the
lock switch.

2.3 Proceeding to the MOT
Having locked the trap laser at the first crossover peak we proceed to send the main
beams from the lasers to the MOT chamber. The absorption dip corresponding to the
repump frequency is too small to have any noticeable features to which one can lock to.
So we have the repump frequency scanning around the dip of the absorption curve.

2.3.1 Acousto-optic modulator
The first element that the beam encounters on the table is a lens with a large focal length
so that the beam converges as it moves along the table gets reflected from mirror M1 and
passes through the Acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The AOM has a very small aperture
for the beam to pass through. That is why we use a lens to focus the beam.
Mirror

AOM

Lens

Lens

Mirror

AOM

-2
-1
0
+1
+2

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.15 (a) Setup for the beam passing through the AOM (b) Side view of the beam splitting into
multiple orders

The AOM has an RF signal running through it which leads to Raman-Nath diffraction of
incoming photons of the beam by phonons and hence multiple orders are observed with
up and down shifted frequencies with respect to the input beam frequency. We use the +1
order beam with up shifted frequency so that the up shift in frequency of the trap beam is
~120 MHz from the locked in value. That means we lock to the crossover peak that is
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133 MHz detuned from the cooling transition peak, now for an up-shift of 120MHz
makes the trap beam detuned by 13MHz which corresponds to nearly two linewidths
(6MHz).

133MHz
120MHz

Fig. 2.16 Initial and shifted frequency because of the RF signal

Thus we block all other orders except for +1 which is going downwards by placing an
aperture. We measure the power in +1 order by sticking in a power meter after the
aperture. To maximize this power we adjust the angle of the AOM, power of the RF
signal and the angle of the beam. To make the +1 order beam parallel to the table we tilt
the input beam by some angle using the mirror M1. We also place the lens such that the
beam remains collimated for large distances.

2.3.2 The MOT beams and chamber
For the beam to reach the MOT chamber it is required to split into three beams. For this
purpose we use a polarizing and a non-polarizing beam splitter. First the beam is
reflected onto a quarter wave plate that rotates the polarization with the help of two
mirrors. Now the polarizing beam splitter placed at 45 degrees splits it into 1:2 parts and
then the part of the beam with twice intensity goes to the non-polarizing beam splitter
hitting it again at 45 degrees such that transmitted and reflected beams have equal
intensity. Thus we have three beams with equal intensity.
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(a)
Half wave plate

-1
Lens
Mirror

0
+1

AOM

Mirror

(b)
Fig. 2.17 (a) Side view of the beam through AOM reflected by mirrors at 450 to the horizontal
through the half wave plate towards the beam splitter (b) a schematic diagram

Each of these three beams is then circularly polarized with a quarter wave plate and
expanded using beam expanders comprising of two lenses with different focal lengths.
The ratio of these focal lengths determines the magnification. If we label the beams as 1 –
transmitted through polarizing beam splitter (PBS), 2 – reflected by PBS and transmitted
by non-PBS and 3 – reflected by both PBS and non-PBS. Beams 1 and 2 form the
horizontal beams and 3 forms the vertical one. The repump beam is sent directly on to the
non-PBS using two mirrors and overlapped with the trap beam. The repump beam is
mixed at the Non-PBS into beams 2 and 3 as shown by the dark red lines in the following
figure. Although we can do away with just one repump beam but this ensures sufficient
overlap between the trap and repump for efficient cooling.
The MOT coils are separated by a distance ~ 3 R with a current ~ 2A. Even though the
separation may not exactly be ~ 3 R the variation is still pretty linear. We have a current
controller for the coils attached to a power supply.
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(a)
Mirror with QWP
Mirror with QWP

Coils

Mirror

Beam
sent up

Pump

MOT chamber

BE

BE
Mirror

BE

QWP

QWP

Mirror

Repump beam

Non-PBS

Mirror

Mirror

PBS

(b)
Fig. 2.18 (a) The setup for sending the MOT beams through the chamber (b) Schematic figure of top
view
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As shown in the figure beams 1 and 2 are circularly polarized using QWP before
expansion. To check if the beam is circularly polarized or not one can see detect verify
that the power should not change when the beam is passed through a polarizer and te
polarizer is rotated. The expanded beams 1 and 2 pass through the MOT chamber and are
retro-reflected by mirrors with QWPs attached to them for σ +-σ- configuration inside the
chamber. The upgoing beam is reflected by a mirror placed above the chamber and then it
goes through a QWP and chamber. Below the chamber there is another mirror with QWP
attached on the top of it. The handedness of vertical beam is opposite to that of the two
horizontal beams as the magnetic field gradient has opposite radial and axial variation.
The Rb vapor inside the chamber is filled by passing current through Rb+Cl- getters
which vaporizes Rb atoms into the MOT chamber. We use an ion pump to create vacuum
inside the chamber so that the predominant specie is Rb. The current through the getters
is monitored and is kept around 2-4 A depending on the amount of Rb present in the cell.

3. Measurements to characterize the MOT
After having set up the MOT one can observe a fluorescent ball of Rb atoms which
disappears on blocking any of the beams, changing the wave plate orientation, turning off
the Rb or switching off the current in the coils. This can be observed clearly by the IR
camera and can be seen directly as a faint red dot inside the chamber. Different
measurements were done to characterize it.

Fig. 3.1 Image of the MOT chamber as seen by the IR camera on the monitor
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The measurements done are listed as follows:
1. Calculating no. of atoms
2. Dependence of no. of atoms on coil current
3. Dependence of no. of atoms on beam size by placing an aperture
4. Dependence of no. of atoms on intensity
5. Dependence of no. of atoms on detuning
To perform all these measurements we require a sensitive photodetector with a large
aperture placed close to the MOT so that it can collect light that is being scattered by the
cold atoms. We connect the photodetector to a CRO where we can notice a difference in
the signal when the MOT is switched on and off by any means. This difference
corresponds to the amount of scattered light by cold atoms. After having positioned the
detector we optimize its position such that there is minimum scattering from chamber
glass that adds to the noise background. Since we do not lock the repump frequency
because the saturated absorption features are very small and not lockable, we regularly
keep maximizing the signal with respect to the repump frequency by changing the bias on
the lock in.

3.1 Calculating number of atoms
We know that the no. of photons scattered by one atom per unit time is given as

ΓI / I sat
...(3.1)
4∆ / Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat )
Where the parameters Γ =linewidth=6MHz, I sat =Saturation intensity=1.6 mW/cm2,
R=

[

2

2

]

∆ =detuning=13MHz and I=Intensity is to be measured by placing a small aperture in the
central part of the expanded beam and measuring the power through it with a power
meter, this gives the intensity right at the centre of the Gaussian beam. The MOT being
formed in the overlap region of the three beams has nearly the same intensity as that in
the centre of the beam.
To measure the total no. of photons scattered by the cold atoms per unit time we note the
drop in voltage in the photodetector signal when the MOT is switched off. We know that
the photodetector has a resistance r =107Ω and the response of photodiode is such that a
current of 1/2A from the photodiode corresponds to a power of 1mW. Thus we know the
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power incident on the photodiode area as well as the area. Assuming the cloud of cold
atoms scatters isotropically we can find no. of photons incident per unit time per unit area
at a distance d from the MOT.
CRO
2.0A

CH1

CH2

Photodetector
Pump
MOT
Area A=0.43 cm2

d

Coils

Fig. 3.2 Setup to measure number of atoms in the MOT

If the voltage drop on the CRO is ∆V then,
Current i = ∆V / r

...(3.2)

Power incident on the photodiode area is Ppd = 2i = 2∆V / r

...(3.3)

Intensity I’ = Ppd / Apd where Apd is the area of the photodiode

...(3.4)

Total power P = I '× 4 π d 2 = 4π d 2 P pd / A pd Energy per unit time

...(3.5)

No. of photons per unit time = n = P / hν = 4π d 2 Ppd / h ν A pd = 8π d 2 ∆ V / rh ν A pd ...(3.6)
Rate of scattering = No. of photons per unit time per atom = R =

[4 ∆

Γ I / I sat
2

/ Γ + (1 + 2 I / I sat )
2

]

...(3.7)
Thus no. of atoms= R/n=

rh ν A pd

8π d 2 ∆ V Γ I / I sat
4 ∆2 / Γ 2 + (1 + 2 I / I sat )

[

]

Calculated intensity of beam I= 7.45 mW/cm2
Voltage drop ∆V =0.6V
The no. of atoms thus calculated was found to be N=6.6945×108
When current through the MOT coils was = 2A,
Detuning = 13 MHz,
Intensity = 7.45 mW/cm2 and

...(3.8)
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Beam size was unrestricted i.e. we did not place any aperture in the beam path.
In the following sections we vary all these parameters to find out how no. of atoms varies
with them.

3.2 Dependence of no. of atoms on coil current
We measure the voltage drop on switching off the MOT coils for different values of coil
current. The number of atoms first increases as we increase the current in the MOT coils
and then decreases as shown in the graph below. We observe that the maximum is around
~1.6A of current through the coils. We observe that when the field is switched off the
voltage drops suddenly and on switching it back on there is an exponential build up of the
number of atoms in the MOT.

Fig.3.3 Plot of number of atoms in the MOT vs. coil current

The trapping force term is analogous to the cooling force term and varies linearly around
zero with the field value which is proportional to the current and a Lorentzian
dependence for large current values. This Lorentzian profile can be observed in the plot.
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3.3 Dependence of no. of atoms on beam size
To find the dependence of no. of atoms on beam size we place an aperture in one of the
beam’s path and since the volume in which the MOT exists is the intersection of the three
cross sectional areas reducing one of the beam’s diameter reduces the overlap volume
and hence the region in which cooling takes place. For a larger beam size faster atoms are
slowed down and trapped in the MOT while in a small region atoms slow down but may
not get trapped before they leave the overlap region of the three beams. The velocity
distribution being Maxwell-Boltzman as we increase the beam size the no. of atoms
should increase as that under the area of velocity distribution curve. Now to measure such
dependence we place a variable size aperture in one of the beams and measure the no. of
atoms for each beam size.
The variable aperture that we used could be varied from 1mm diameter to 12mm
diameter. To ensure that we are right at the beam center we used a power meter to read
the power coming out of the aperture and maximized it with respect to the aperture
position.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)
(l)
Fig. 3.4 Signal drop for various circular apertures placed in the beam path with diameter (a) 12mm
(b) 11mm (c) 10mm (d) 9mm (e) 8mm (f) 7mm (g) 6mm (h) 5mm (i) 4mm (j) 3mm (k) 2mm (l) 1mm

The lifetime of the MOT is defined as the time taken to reach 1/e of the saturated
population value. From the above signal plots one can see that the lifetime varies with the
no. of cold atoms. The following plot shows number of trapped atoms proportional to the
voltage drop as a function of size of the beam decided by the aperture.
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Fig.3.5 Plot for no. of atoms vs. aperture size placed in the path of one of the beams

3.4 Dependence of number of atoms on intensity
To vary the intensity and find the number of atoms at different intensity values we use the
AOM. The intensity of RF signal controls the power transmitted into +1 order.

Fig. 3.6 Number of atoms vs. intensity at the centre
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We measure the change in intensity by placing an aperture of size 7mm and measuring
the maximum power through it. Each time we measure the intensity we block the repump
beam since it has less to do with the number of trapped atoms. Having measured the drop
in signal we find the number of atoms and plot it vs. the intensity value.
The number of atoms trapped increases with increasing intensity of the beam. This is due
to efficient stimulated interaction between the laser and atomic population with increase
in intensity.

3.5 Dependence of number of atoms on detuning
The detuning of the repump being constant we vary the frequency of the RF signal
propagating through the AOM thus we change the deflection as well as the frequency of
the output signal. On changing the RF signal frequency from Ω to Ω + ∆Ω the frequency
of the emerging beam changes from ω L + Ω to ω L + ∆Ω where ω L is the frequency to
which trap beam is locked and the deflection for the +1 order changes from Ω / ω L
to (Ω + ∆Ω) / ω L . To compensate for the extra deflection we need to bring the beam back
to the same path. For this purpose we note two points on the beam path before changing
the detuning and adjust the mirrors after the AOM such that the beam still passes through
the same two points. Thus we vary detuning and measure the drop in signal.

Fig. 3.6 Plot for number of atoms vs. detuning of the trap beam
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4. Conclusions
A Magneto-optic trap was successfully demonstrated as a result of this project. Rubidium
Rb87 vapor was cooled using laser beams from two extended cavity diode lasers with
780nm Digikey diodes and trapped spatially using a combined effect of anti-Helmholtz
coils and circular polarization of light beams. The number of trapped atoms was typically
around 6.7×108 and its variation with different MOT parameters was studied. The
frequencies of the two lasers used were monitored using a saturated absorption
spectrometer which employed a pick off from both the lasers going through Rb vapor cell
twice and then the absorption was measured by a photodetector as a function of
frequency of the lasers. While the trap laser was locked at one frequency the repump was
almost stably sitting at the peak of repump transition, although not locked. The
measurements done show that the number of cold atoms increases with increasing the
intensity and/or size of the trap beam. While for the current in the coils and detuning the
number of atoms optimizes for a certain value. For the coil current we find that the
maximum lies around 1.6A of current through the coils while a detuning of 14MHz
maximizes the number of trapped atoms. The pressure of other gaseous species was
eliminated by baking the chamber and the pump. This had been done previously.
There is a lot of scope for future work. The time frame of this project did not permit the
temperature of the atoms to be measured by a time of flight spectrometer. The atoms
trapped in a MOT themselves have a variety of uses, for example in spectroscopy and
measurement science and of course as a starting point for achieving a Bose-Einstein
condensate by using evaporative cooling. There is a plethora of interesting stuff to be
explored after that.
Other theoretical studies that were done apart from setting up the MOT and are not
mentioned in this report were related to the Calcium BEC experiment. The frequency
doubling method using a KTP crystal to generate 423nm light was studied. Different 2-D
and 3-D optical lattices were simulated with variable polarization of constituent beams
that form the lattices. The simulation work is still in progress with an aim to find the
largest trap depth optical lattice for four laser beams with variable polarizations.
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